DEFINE YOUR NETWORK ROADMAP FOR THE FUTURE

Increase your subscriber’s experience and create an improvement plan focused on cost-effective growth and network upgrades.

Examining technology and business outcomes using a consultative approach is key in helping service providers accomplish better decision-making and planning.

CCI’s Consultative Systems Analysis and forward-thinking approach becomes a valuable asset to address both immediate and long term network planning needs. These assessments range from holistic to narrowly focused in scope, and can be custom developed or paired with one of CCI’s predefined assessments.
Be Competitive and Grow with CCI

CCI doesn’t sell boxes. We recommend solutions that make sense for your whole network - today and into the future. Contact CCI today to discuss a roadmap that helps you make educated decisions, control costs, and drive growth: 800-338-9299.

Make Smart Choices for the Future of Your Network

CCI offers a range of assessments and analyses that tackle immediate and long term optical, route, and transport planning needs. By partnering with CCI, you gain a clear roadmap for future improvements and growth, increase your subscriber’s experience, and determine a likely spending strategy.

Assessments: Identifying Areas of Improvement Lead to Better Business Decisions

Comprehensive Network Assessment
Gain a holistic scope of your network by allowing CCI to examine:
- Hardware and software upgrades
- Performance and network optimization
- Future technology planning
- Monitoring, provisioning, and automation

Audit of Network Assets
An inventory of network assets often is needed after losing key employees. CCI will document the following infrastructure elements to provide accurate network asset records:
- Core
- Edge
- Transport
- Access layer

Hardware and Software Upgrade Assessment
Be on the lookout for issues related to end of sale/end of life of products and hardware/software compatibility, by allowing CCI to examine and appraise your network.

Performance Assessment
Understand why your network isn’t performing optimally by determining if a validated design and reference architecture is being adhered to; CCI will provide recommendations on enhancing network performance.

Asset Placement and Interconnectivity Assessment
After analyzing your network, CCI is able to understand what network assets are currently in place and what role they have within the network, then compare your current design to a modern architecture.

Ongoing Support Assessment
Upon on an examination of your network’s current device support coverage, CCI is able to define risks to your business.

Analyses: Understand the Health of Your Network to Better Align with Business Objectives

Capacity Planning Analysis
Determine where oversaturation on the network is occurring, why it is occurring, and what the recommended solution is, based on the detail CCI has gathered.

Risk Analysis
Rank your network’s issues to enable better business planning. CCI examines your network, identifies problem areas, and ranks the issues.
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